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Class Location: South

8649 63 Avenue, Phone (780) 469-1147

Class #: 1-4920

Classroom: S3 Teacher: Joan Smith

Description: Whether your a new HQ ownwe planning to start a long arming business, or want to make 

the best use of your quilting machine rental time at CSM, Joan has the tips and techniques to move you 

to the next level of confidence and productivity to have fun using your loing arm. If you are 

overwhelmed by your new HQ, or want to try quilting on a HQ rental, move from overwhelmed to 

comfortable in one class with Joan at your side all the way. From start to finish, learn hints and tips 

that will make each quilt a success. Learn to float through loading your quilt, starting small for big 

gains in achieving producitivity and building condifence as a long arm quilter. Complete the baby or lap 

quilt top you bring to class while you learn the steps, from loading to finishing, using a pantograph 

design. We are all about finishing quilts. 
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SupplySupplySupplySupply    listlistlistlist

        -Bring a quilt top or whole cloth, approx. 30" x 40" no larger tha

n 40" x 60"';  with batting and a back at least 8" larger, and the followi

ng toolkit and supply list.

        -Quilt top or whole cloth, approx. 30" x 40", up to 40" x 60" (bab

y or lap size); with batting and a back, at least 8" larger.

        -notebook and pencil

        -matching thread

        pre-wound bobbins, recommend Fil-tec or Wonderfil 50 weight, to mi

nimize thread breakage while learning

        -variegated thread not recommended for this class

        -thread snips, lanyard optional

        -measuring tape

        -painters maskiing tape 1" wide, 1 roll

        -wrist pincushion

Central Sewing provides:

        -a new needle for each quilt

        - 18" Avante` long arm machine, with laser light, ruler base, chan

nel locks

        -attachment pins or leader attachment system

        -pantograph
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Policies

Payment is requested at the time of registration

Phone registrations are possible with a credit card

If the minimum enrolment is not reached 1 week before the class, it will b

e cancelled for a full refund.  OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS require 1 month notice 

for cancellation unless otherwise stated.

No REFUNDS will be given 6 days (or less) prior to the start date of the c

lass, (OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS 1 month)  however, you may send someone in your 

place.

Do not purchase your supplies until you are certain that the class is runn

ing.

Supply lists are available for each class.  Please ensure that you pick on

e up at one of either locations or visit our Web-site at:

www.centralsewing.com

Some classes utilize kits (at a nominal fee).
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